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INTRODUCTION
The requirement of invariance of a theory under a certain group 
may be satisfied in various ways depending on the form of the axioms or 
principles which serve as a basis for the theory in question. If e.g. 
covariance is demanded and one has a Lagrangian then it has to be written 
down in a covariant form, while in án 3 matrix theory the relevant generators 
must commute with the scattering operator.
It is interesting however that in the case of a Lagrangian 
formalism if only covariance is required some further rather implicit 
symmetry group of the problem may be present. This symmetry group is to 
be distinguished from the Poincaré group though its existence is a consequence 
of invariance of the theory under the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, thus 
constraints of covariance yield definitive conditions on its mathematical 
structure.
The existence of such an implicit symmetry group is shown in this 
paper. A few comments are made in part I concerning a special type of 
representations of groups. Part II contains some general properties of the 
supposed symmetry group. In part III a symmetry group is actually constructed 
and some features of its mathematical structure are clarified. Part IV gives 
the relationship with the homogeneous Lorentz transformations.
In the paper we use Lagrangians of the classical form well known 
from textbooks although it is readily admitted, that their role in the 
description of elementary particle processes seems dubious in the light of 
recent research.
Throughout the paper the notations and form of matrices of ref [1] 
are used. The sign of summation is.dropped everywhere, it is shown by repeated 
indices. Latin, indices always take the values 0,1,2,3 and they occur in co- 
or contravariant position except if they denote spinor components when 
they take the values 1,2,3 and 4. Greek indices run through 1,2,3 and
their position is irrelevant. The metric is goo= 1; g1'*'= g2^= g33_
I.
Consider now a field i^tx) having n components /i = 1..... ,n/
completely characterized by giving the value of i and coordinates of the 
point x in space-time. The field characterized thus by n functions may 
be regarded in an other way too, namely it is an infinite set of numbers 
each being in a one to one correspondence to the five numbers /1,х0,х^х2,х^/. 
In other wo^ds ф.(х) may be regarded as a component of an infinite 
dimensional vector ф of an infinite, more exactly continuously infinite 
dimensional vector space. In this picture i and the numbers /x°, x^, yp’, yP /
play the role of one compound index, i having the range 1.... n and
/х°, xx, x , yp / all having the range (+°° , ). A matrix D of this space
has two indices {i,x} and {k,x'} i.e. it is of the form Dik(x,x') -and 
if it is applied to a "vector" ф one gets
Ф£(х) = J D±r (x,xO Фг (х') d4x'
where besides the sum over r there is a "sum" over the continuous ia rt of 
the index x ’ which is actually an integral.
Suppose npw that a Lie group G is given and there is a one to one 
correspondence between elements geG and the matrices d ’
9 -* (x,x')
The product of two elements g, heG is mapped in the following
manner:
gh D^(x",x') d4x" .
For the unit element eeG one obviously has
e + 6ik 6(x - x') .
The element in the neighbourhood of e is mapped into a matrix of the form
e őik 6 Cx - x')+6nS G®k (x,x')
if the'parameters 6® /s=l.... . к/ are small enough. The matrices G®k
correspond to the generators of the associated Lie algebra. The commutation 
relations of the group may be written.down also without any difficulty:
- 3 -ИG“r (х,х") G^k (х",хО G^r (х,х") G“k (х",х') d4x"
= Cabs Gik (x 'x^
with Cabc the 3tructure constants of the algebra.
This kind of representations obviously bears a formally striking 
resemblance with that of the ordinary types.
II
Suppose now that a group g is represented in the manner introduced 
in the preceeding section in the space of the field quantities. If the 
field is an operator at the same time in the space of physical states then 
it satisfies the well known relation
U (Л,а) ф±(х) U+ (Л ,a) = S ^ U " 1) Фг (Лх + a) /1/
where и(Л,а) is a unitary representation of the element (л,a) of the 
Poincaré group; Л being a homogeneous Lorentz transformation and a a 
translation:
x' = Лх + a
The matrix Sir(A) represents Л in the component space of ф .
For e.g. a Lorentz transformation along the positive z axis in the case of 
Dirac spinor it reads:
Si k ^  ch 2 6ik Y  ^ik'sh 2 *
Now if for an element g of our group the corresponding 
transformation is
4^U) = j (x,x') Фг(х') d4x ' /2/
then the relation /1/ will give restrictions on the structure of d 5^\x ,x '). 
We consider first only translation; homogeneous Lorentz transformations 
being more involved will be considered presently /see part IV/. If we put 
Л = I then /1/ reads:
u(l,a) ф±(х) U+(l,a) = ф±(х + a) . /3/
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Applying this relation to /2/ we get:
U (i,a) ф?(х) U+ (l,a) = ф' (x + a) =
= f d M  (x ,x ') U (I,а) фг (х0 U+(l,a) d4x' =
= I D±(^  (x ,x ') фг (x ' + a) d4x'
which by ;substituting,x'+a->-x' yields
ф'(х + a) = | D&) (x,x'-a) Фг(х') d4x' /4/
while putting x+a instead of x in /2/ we get
ф| (x + a) = , (x+a,x'_) Фг(х') d4x'
which together with /4/ gives the translation invariance of the function 
i.e. it is the function of only x - x* and thus has the form
D ^ (  x - x') .
Obviously the generators are also translation invariant; so for 
small 6ns parameters we get
Dik)^x-x^  ^ 6ik 6(x-x') + 0r^ S Gik (x-x0 *
Now we pick up the problem of explicit construction of the generators 
for the simple case of a spin one-half free particle.
Ill *
Let ф(х) be the field of a free Dirac particle and let the 
Fourier transforms of the generators fulfill the relation:
[f S (k ) , к] - О /5/
where GsCx) = f Fs (k) eikx d4k к = у°к° - у к
The function
ф' Cx) = ф(х) + dnS J GS (x-x') ф (x') d4x' /6/
will be then a solution of the Direac equation provided.
iyn . - тф(х) = О
Эхп
is satisfied as for such Gs(x) the equation
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rn 3GS(x-x,<) _ ф(х0 _ Gs(x_x ,)Yn J M d4x' = О
Эх Эх'
/7/
/ 8/
holds.
Calculate now the general form of Fs(k), Being a four by four 
matrix it can be written in the forms
FS(k) = AS + B® yr + Cjt YrYfc + + /9/
To retain covariance we claim the quantities A, B r Cr .^, Dr and E to be 
scalar , vector, antisymmatric tensor, vector and scalar functions of к 
respectively, this will play an essential role in part IV. After substituting 
/9/ into /5/ we follow the procedure of multiplying by various elements of 
the Y algebra and taking traces. Thus we get the following conditions:
Crt kt = 0 ; Dr кГ = О /Ю/
whereas As is arbitray, Br is proportional to kr and Es = 0, these last 
terms all being equivalent in the transformation /2/ to a multiplication 
by a number will be left out from the consideration.
If the field фОО is an operator field then the natural question 
of invariance of the commutation relations arises. Commuting the transformed 
functions ^4x)and тр\у) the transformation bping infinitesimal /see (6) 
we get:
[V (x) , ф'(у)]' = j S  (x-y) +
2 f
+ J d4x' [g S(x-x ') S (x'-y) + S(x-x') GS(y-x') j
- б
where the function s(x) is the anticommutator function of ф (X) :
[фСх) , ф(у)] = j S(x-y)
Now the transformation leaves the anticommutator relation invariant if
Jd4x' [gS(x-x ') S (x'-y) + S(x-x') GS(y-x')J = О
The necessary and sufficient condition for this eqxiation to be satisfied 
is that the functions c®t and d ® be real. This can be seen by taking 
Fourier transforms in the last equation and using /5/ and the expression [1]
S(x) = — —— =г f eikx 6 (k2-m2)t(k°)(k-m)d4k 
(2tt) J
Thus from now on we shall use real quantities for and and put
A=Br=E=o /see the remark following equation /10/ /.
s 5 г s зг tNow we show that the matrices Dr у у and Crt у у constitute 
a Lie algebra. The number of linearly independent vectors - necessarily
space-like - satisfying Dp к 1= 0 is three, denote them by Da(a=l,2,3).» S e tAlso the number of independent antisymmetric tensors Cr .^ fulfilling C r(.k ^
is three, denote them by c . The number of parameters of our group is
consequently six. If we take
a DB,r _ _ 1 
r • 4 / 11/
then it is easy to show that the matrices
N - i d“ y \ r wa . apa _p r tM = i e D ^ D fcy y
(»“ к* . o)
/ 12 /
where eaßY is the three dimensional Levy Civita symbol, will follow the 
commutation rules
[m \  M ß] = i £“Bp M p ; [n3, Nß] = i eaßp M p
[m °, Nß] = i eaßp Nf
/13/
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and the vectors and tensors c“t = eapa Dp
will satisfy /10/ and consequently /5/• 'i'he algebra., is obviously isomorphic 
to an SO/4/ algebra.
Using the relation
n+ о n о Y = Y Y Y
it can easily be checked that
r.a _ о ,,a+ о M = у M у = M
N = y N y = N
The Casimirians are M PMP+NPNP and MPNP .
The first may readily be calculated:
m pm p + NPNP 32
As to the second we note the identities:
MpNp = ep0T Dj D0 Dl YV yV  =
= i ep0T e. . E4UV2 DP D° DT Y5YrYSYt 6 qrst u v z 1 1 ' 1
and
1 5 r s t6 £qrst Y Y Y Y = Yq
Thus
* MPNP = ep0T e^uvz Dp Do тu v z 'q
Now the vector ep0T equvz DP D° .
is orthogonal to any of the vectors D and is not a zero vector so it must 
be parallel to к i.e.
where c is a function of m only
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IV
Now we proceed to give a moi’e explicit form of the vectors D01,
and strive to satisfy the relation /1/ for homogeneous Lorentz transforma-
1 2  3tions. To construct explicitly the orthogonal system D ,D ,D one must
1 2  5start with the linearly independent set e , e , e and к , where for the 
vectors ea one can take spacelike unit vectors coinciding with the 
coordinate axes in a specific Lorentz frame:
ar a far
ß,r = -őaí? /14/
Ir 2, 3 /
Now it is well known that the helicity operator has the form Crs yrys 
and it commutes with к f so it is possible to take the helicity for M . 
In doing so a matrix must be constructed having a covariant structure and 
being proportional to the helicity in the frame /14/:
„.3 „ рот/ T, \ p a r tM ie k) e£ У У /15/
In the frame /14/, /15/ gives
.рот (eTk) a r t r et у у (. 1 2 3 j , 2 3 1- \k У У + к y y + k" 1 2)Y Y )
being just the helicity. The next step is to construct N3 =
= i D3 y5yr . D^has the form:
D3 = ‘ ak + ßj^ e1 + ß2e2 + ß3e3
1 2  3V К , е , е , е-' ) being а linearly independent system. The following relations 
serve to fix the coefficients a, ß1# ß2, ß3
D3 D3'Г 1I О
yielding:
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„,3 , i 1/ (eTk)(eTk) /, nt2 / X, \ X) r i r i
N ’ 1 s  У 1 Ч Л Й Л )  '  ( Л ) ( Л )  (e  k )  V y 1161
here (epk) = ep kr .
r 1 2If we now want to construct D and D it cun easily be checked that if
then putting I)1 = ep , P^= ß2 ep and using the formulae /12/ for the ] о í 2  ^ 3construction N , M , NT, M" and W  these quantities together with /16/ 
will satisfy the commutation rules /13/.
For the sake of completeness we write down the generators in 
the frame /14/
M 1 = i Y° D2 у + |^ D 1 (y  ^ Y)
..2 . I к I 0 - 1 - ,  к гг 2 / - \M = -i J— L у D Y + ö— D ( у х у )  m 2m 4 ' ' '
M3 - 1 k = -r —sr-4 I к I ( Y * Y )
„1 , 5 -1 -N = i у D y
г,2 . 5 -2 -N = l у D у
„3 . к  5 о . ik° 5 r -N = -1 -Цт^ - у у + -- т=Т Y к у2т 2т к
1 2  - 1 - 2  As the vectors D , D have no time components we can say that D , D and
к are mutually orthogonal vectors in the ordinary three dimensional space.
Consider now the homogeneous Lorentz transformations. /1/ reads
now:
10
U(Afo) ф±(х) U+ (Л,о) = Sir (Л-1) фг (Ах)
giving for Fourier transforms
U (Л ,o) ф±(к) U+ ( Л,о) = S 1г (Л*"1) Фг(Лк)
1 2  3If the generators are defined by means of the triplet e , e , e 
/see the previous procedure/ then for an infinitesimal transformation 
we should write precisely:
ф'(.х) = ф±(х) + óns I G?r (e1, e2, e3,(x-x')) i^r (x')d4x' /17/
Showing explicitly that the form of the generators depends on the triplet. 
Now applying и(Л,о)/17/ gives:
и(Л,о) ф[(х) и+ (Л,о) = и (л ,o) ф±(х) U+ (A,o) +
+ 6nS [ Gfr (e1, e2, e3(x-x')) U (Л,о) фгЧх') U+ (л,о) d4x' =
= S±r (л~1) Фг (Ax) + 6nS J G®r (e1, e2, t3, (x-x'j) Srfc (a“S) ф^Лх') d4x'
or
ф'(Лх) = ф±(Лх) + 6nS j Sir(A) G®t (e1, e2, e3, (x-x'))Sfcz ( л ~ Ф2 (Ax') d4x' = 
Ф1(Лх) + 6r)S ^ S±r(A) G®t (e1, e2, e3,(x-A-1 x')) Stz (л-1) Ф2(х') d4x' .
/18/
While, taking directly all the vectors in the transformed frame /17/ gives 
Ф^  (Ax) = Ф1(Лх) + 6ns  ^G^r (e1 , e2 , e3, (Ax - x')) Фг(х') d4x' /19/
11
where ea = Леа 
/18/ and /19/ give
/20/
4 as the necessary and sufficient condition for the- constraint of covariance 
to be met.
If we take Fourier transforms in /20/ then
„3' ,) ik(Ax-x')e , kJ e v y
js(A)Fs (e1, e2, e3, k) S (л eik(X_A d4
where the spinor indices are supressed. Substituting Лк -* к and taking 
into account kA x=Akx we get the condition for the Fourier transforms:
S (A) FS (a-1 1' .-1 ,-1 4  s (a-!) - F ^ W ' . O
which in turn in obvious as s (a)y S (a 3)=A 1y and the matrices Fs where' ' ] p Ъ \built up covariantly from the vectors к , e , e , e', and the matrices у .
Finally we remark that the vectors ea in the construction might 
be taken to be any triplet for which the set k,ea is independent.
Conclusions
We have seen that in a Poincaré covariant theory of a free Dirac 
particle an implicit symmetry group (1 emerges. Its representation is of
the type
g (eG) - jjp (x - x')
i.e. the effect of a transformation associated with the group element g on 
the spinor ф is the following:
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Ф ( ( х ) = J  Di r ^  ( х  ~ x ' )  Фг ( х ' )  d ^ x'
By requiring the Lagrangian to be invariant under these transformations 
we have constructed the generators explicitly and have seen that they 
constitute a six parameter Lie algebra and the neighbourhood of the unity 
is mapped into "matrices" of the kind
6ik 6(х-х ') + 6r>s G;k (x-x') .
The algebra is locally isomorphic to the 80/4/ algebra.
By construction the requirements of covariance are fulfilled.
Further relationship with the algebra of currents and theory of 
interactions will be published presently.
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